
1 Timothy: God’s Church, God’s Way



1 Timothy 1:18–20

• Paul returns to his instructions for Timothy, once again 
referring to him as his child

• Someone had spoken prophecies over Timothy, and 
Paul wanted him to live out his calling

• Rejecting this healthy doctrine can lead to a 
shipwrecked faith, an appropriate visual for a port city 
like Ephesus



1 Timothy 2:1–2

• Paul’s urge for Timothy to pray as follows is fronted by 
“First of all”

• How do we make sure that our church, our members, 
don’t fall away and reject healthy doctrine? We pray

• Did Hymeneus and Alexander fall away in part 
because of persecution or some other outside 
influence prompting this discourse?



1 Timothy 2:1–2

• The purpose and expected result was that the 
believers in Ephesus would be able to experience 
peaceful and quiet lives specifically characterized by 
godliness and dignity



1 Timothy 2:3–4

• The more freedom believers have to live out godliness, 
the more impact they should be able to have on their 
communities

• This will fulfill God’s “desire” for “all people” to come 
into the full knowledge of the truth

• epignosis is the same word Peter uses to tell us that 
pursuing Jesus is our highest goal; Paul indicates that 
this is God’s goal for all people



1 Timothy 2:5–6

• Possibly an early creed that the Ephesians would know

• one God

• one mediator between God and humanity

• This mediator is a human but also appointed by God 
for this role; notice the emphasis on his humanity 
rather than his deity



1 Timothy 2:5–6

• Jesus is specifically suited for this mediatorial role 
because of his voluntary substitutionary sacrifice

• His sacrifice is a testimony which took place at just the 
right time; what kind of testimony?

• of God’s love (Romans 5:8; John 3:16)

• of God’s plan (Galatians 4:4)



1 Timothy 2:5–6

• Is “ransom” as used in modern English the best word?

• Only occurrence of this word (antilutron) in the NT; 
lutron in Matt 20:28; Mark 10:45

• From luō, “to loose”; lutroō usually translated “redeem”; “to 
liberate from an oppressive situation”



1 Timothy 2:7

• Paul was “placed, appointed” to be a preacher, an 
apostle, and a teacher of Gentiles specifically because 
of God’s evangelistic and discipleship desire

• This work was to be done in faith and truth
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